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Introduction
Web Dynpro, the programming technology from the SAP stable, offers tremendous
flexibility for User Interface (UI) design. The Web Dynpro framework, coupled with the
Java Development Infrastructure, enables the design and development of powerful
platform-independent meta-model-driven web applications. With applications designed in
line with the Model-View-Controller (M-V-C) paradigm, Web Dynpro applications
facilitate the clear separation of the UI design from the business/application logic.

There are a number of SDN weblogs and tutorials that introduce you to the concepts and
methods of building Web Dynpro applications. In this article, I would like to point out
the areas where one could use this powerful programming model. Knowing the
technology is a definite step in the right direction. Here I present a scenario in which the
power of this programming methodology is put to a test.

ORGA is a very successful organization in the retail front. Catering to a diverse
consumer market, ORGA has many customers aligned with it, providing a collaborative
business environment. ORGA runs its businesses on SAP R/3, the enterprise package
responsible for a considerable increase in efficiency. This propelled ORGA to enter into
untapped market areas and expand its global operations. Later, ORGA implemented the
SAP Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solution to support its customer needs
spanning various geographies. With emerging challenges, ORGA embraces the
Enterprise Services Architecture (ESA) and implements SAP NetWeaver as a ramp-up
customer. Thus, the IT landscape of ORGA is outlined as:
•

Business Backbone - SAP R/3 Enterprise

•

CRM - SAP CRM 4.0

•

ESA - SAP NetWeaver ’04
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As the SAP NetWeaver gains ground and trust throughout the IT world, the unique
challenge of harnessing the power of the SAP NetWeaver suite is also key to the success
of ORGA.

The Challenge
ORGA wants to streamline its process of creating sales orders. The company wishes to
create all its sales orders from the quotations created in the SAP CRM system. From a
business perspective, the required application should connect to the SAP CRM system,
where it retrieves the details of the quotation based on the partner functions (sold-toparty/ship-to-party). The details of the quotations thus returned could be modified or
retained; following this, sales orders for the quotations just processed must be created in
the SAP R/3 system.

From a solution standpoint, we see a real opportunity to use the Web Dynpro
programming model. The application would be developed as a portal-based Web Dynpro
application, which would offer the user with the prospect of creating sales orders on-thefly.

The Web Dynpro application would involve work on the SAP ABAP/4 and Java fronts.

Requirements
Following a structured approach:

SAP R/3

SAP CRM

Retrieve
Quotation(s)
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Design
The suggested design is as follows:
SAP CRM

SAP R/3
RFC – Partner Function

SAP Enterprise Portal

Create
Sales Order(s)

CreateSalesOrder
Web Dynpro Application

Quotation
Details (return)
Deployed on

SAP Web Application Server

BAPI
Create Sales Order
Developed on

SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio

Solution
Prerequisites/Development Environment *
•

SAP R/3 (Developer Rights)

•

SAP CRM (Developer Rights)

•

SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio

•

SAP Web Application Server

•

SAP Enterprise Portal

* At Wipro, our development environment for the scenario was: SAP R/3 4.6C, SAP CRM
3.1 SP 03, SAP EP 6.0 SP6, SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio 2.0.6, and SAP Web
Application Server 6.40 SP6

Development Process
This can be divided into two areas - ABAP and JAVA. On the ABAP side, the
developmental work includes:

1. Creation of RFC in the CRM System
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An RFC created to retrieve the quotations [Z_RFC_QUOTATIONS]. The Import
parameters were the Partner Function and the Return was the list of quotations for the
supplied Partner Function.

2. BAPI – BAPI_SO_CREATE
The details of the quotation(s) to be converted into sales orders are passed onto the
standard BAPI. (One could write a wrapper BAPI to BAPI_SO_CREATE in order to
pass only desired values to the sales order.)

At the JAVA end, the developmental process includes:
1. JCO settings
Two JCO settings are to be made. These setting are to be made at the Web Dynpro
side.
•

JCO for connection to SAP CRM, and

•

JCO for connection to SAP R/3

2. Web Dynpro Application
•

Create a new Web Dynpro Component for the new Project.

•

Import the RFC for quotations [Z_RFC_QUOTATIONS] and the BAPI
[BAPI_SO_CREATE] as adaptive RFC models.

•

Design the UI to input the Partner Function and display the details of the
Quotation(s) retrieved for the editing or modification (if required). Also create
the navigation schema with the required user actions.

•

Add the models as Used Models.

•

Create the mapping from the View Controller Context to the Controller
Context and to the model.

Process Flow
•

Create an application for the project. Following this, create a Web Dynpro
iView for the application that allows the application deployed over the SAP
Web Application Server to be accessed from the SAP Enterprise Portal.
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•

The Web Dynpro application will connect to the SAP CRM system using the
RFC [Z_RFC_QUOTATIONS] to retrieve the quotations for the Partner
Functions supplied. The details of the same will be made available to the user
in the Quotations View. The user can modify the quotation details on-the-fly
(if necessary), or else directly from the application trigger the standard BAPI
– BAPI_SO_CREATE to create the sales order for the quotation(s).

Conclusion
This Quotation-to-Sales Order scenario illustrates the power of creating efficient web
applications using the Web Dynpro UI programming technology. There are numerous
advantages to this approach, including:
•

Effective use of the SAP Enterprise Portal as the single window/interface to
access all enterprise applications.

•

With user ID/roles mapped, the user can create a sales order on-the-fly
without actually logging on to the respective system.

•

Clear separation of the UI from application logic.

The Web Dynpro programming model has opened a whole world of opportunities to
design and develop web applications with great ease and flexibility. With best wishes to
explore and harness the power of the programming model and the entire SAP NetWeaver
product suite, I say ciao.
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